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ABSTRAL2
The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is a major project promising to open

the vistas of very high energy pa.rucle physics. When the SSC is m operation, data will
be produced at a staggering rate. Current estimates place the raw data coming out of the
proposed silicon detector system at 2,5 x 10]6 bits/second. Clearly, storing all events for
later off-line processing is totally impracticable, A hierarchy of rnggers, fting only on
events meeting increasingly specific criteria, are planned to cull interesting events from
the flood of information. Each event consists of a sequence of isolated “hits”, caused by
pzticles hitting various parts of the detector. Collating these hits into the tracks of the
approximately 5(XJparticles/event, and then quickly deciding which events meet the crite-
ria for later processing, is essential if the SSC is to produce usable infomlation, This pa-
per addresses the need for real-time triggering and track reconstruction. A benchmarked
and buildable algorithm, operable at the &quircd data rates, is described. The use of neu-
ral nets, suggested by other researchers, is specifically avoided as unnecessiuy and im-
practical. Instead, a parallel algorithm, and associated hatdware architecture using only
conventional technology, is presented. The algorithm has been tested on fully scaled up,
extensively detailed, simulated SSC events, with extremely encouraging results. Prelimi-
nary hardware analysis indicate that the rnggcr/tracker may bc built within proposed SSC
budget guidelines.

INTRODUCTION
It has ‘been proposed that neural networks, due to their massively parallel ana-

Iogue nat~we, arc well suited to quickly reconstructing the particle tracks generated during
an SSC event [ 1,2,3]. These proposals have only been tested on toy data, and little
thought has been given to the extreme difficulties of building a neural network hardware
implementation capable of operating at the requmd data rates. We take the view thitt
neural networks arc not necessary, if not impractical, for reconstructing an SSC event.
We propose a simple algorithtdpiuallcl systems architecture which reconstructs the
particle tracks given event d~ta from the silicon detector system, and which is capable of
triggering on interesting events using operations no more com~’ex than integer compiui-
son and table lookup, We have benchmarked this algorithm on realistic, simulated daLl of
the expected size and detail of real SSC events, We show that it is possible to build o
parallel hardware implementation of the nlgonthm which would be fast enough to examine
the raw data in real-time, and trigger on events with interesting phenomena, such as
I{iggs events, We also SI1OWthe algorithm is capable of reconstructing with high accura-
cy particle triicks over it spccificd PL threshold, (Pl is it mensure of the piui:lc rn(~mcn-

tum transverse to the magnetic tleld, I{igh Pl events are of interest.) fiimplicity in com-

putation and commun~’:atimt within the proposed hardware illlplcmcnti~tion indiciitc thi~t
the system mi~ybe built i]t w :wccptable cost,

TIF’S(;RIFf’10N OF Tl{E SSC
The SSC will be iI proton-on-proton colliding beam muchine. The mitchine will mo-

duce interdictions with n center of ii~iiss r-ergy cf 40 TcV and with ~ lumim~sity of
lo’’/mlsecec. 13citmcross,ngs will occur ever} 16 ns, For these studies, wc httve used its
our detector m(xjcl onc of the designs of the silicon buiwl for the 1.* detector [41, Thilt dc



radius of 10 cm and the outermost shell has a radius of 35 cm. Each detector shell is
m.de of silicon wafers with nominal dimensions of 3.O-cm width, 6-cm length and 280-

pm thickness. The silicon wafers have double sided readout on 50 pm pitch for the r-$
measurements and 5-mrad sterat angle to determine the z (along the beam direction) po-
siticn. The readout of the silicon is every 18 cm along the z direction. The detector simula-
tion includes a fair representation of the sdicon response function for charged particles, in-
cluding a O.S-mm dead region around every edge of the silicon wafers and a 20 KeV ener-
gy deposition threshold per strip. For each hit the data from the detector will consist of
me address of the fmt strip in a cluster of struck strips and the width of the cluster. The
coordinates of the hit, which inputs COthe trigger and track reconstruction code, are then
determined from the cluster information.

THE TRACK RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
The algori!hm is presented with a number of addresses fbm each shell of detec-

tors. Each address represents a detector which has been triggered by either a particle

passing through the detector, or by noise. The location of each detector in @ and Z is
known from it’s 14 bit address. Given the size and location of the “reaction region”, i.e.
the region from which particles may emanate, and a minimum threshold PL, it is possible

to define a region, or road, which will contain any particle track greater than or equal to
the minimum P*. Due to ambiguity in specifying a set size from which the majority of par-

ticles emanate, the boundaries of the road were determined empirically. Centering a road
on ea~h hit in the outer shell, and the known reaction region, defines the possible detector
address in each shell which could be rnggered by a track above threshold (See Fig. 1).

For each point on the outermost shell, 5, the boundaries of the road define all the
points next innermost shell, 4, which must be examined to find any tracks greater than
or equal to the threshold P1. It is possible to drastically reduce the search region for the

next inner shell, 3, by assuming (incomectly) that the wick originated from the center of
the reaction region and passed through the points found in shells 4 and 5, This need not
actually happen, but it is useful to define this idealized track as a computational urtifke,
This fictious path is uniquely determined by the three points (“hit on origin”, “hit” on shell
4, “hit” on shell 5). The position of the detector on shell three nearest the “hit” from this
“truck” may be easily found. A range of shell 3 detector addresses can now be defined by
considering a tube of same specified radius surrounding the fictitious “track”, and the m”
suiting range of addresses on shell three, The radius of the tube is etnpincitlly deter-
mined to account for particles which, in fact, emanated from the extremes of the reaction
region, (hce a point in shell 3 is known, it is possible to estimate very well, without as-
sumptions, the unique path the particle had to take from the rtaction region through all
the shells. It is then it simple matter to search shells 0,1 and 2 for address which fit wi[h-
in the projected path of the particle, The projected path is, however, only an estimation
S;,ICCthe points used to specify the pitth are only approximittely known, This is due to the
finite number of detectors per shell which induces tin uncertainty in the actuitl position of
ciich !lit, To handle this issue of granuhrity of the detectors, the search region is artifi -
ci;dly cxpimdcd by it specified amount which is related to the detector gritnuiiui[y, ‘k
siz.c O( this expanded sctirch region is again determined cmpiricitlly from simulated SS(’
events A [hc known dctccmr geometry. Only those detector addresses which in cond>i-
n;l[ion through itII the shells dcflne a physically possible puticlc Piith , with P, grc:itcr

[him ii threshold, ure ~iilld it track, “Tie rest tire di~iltdcd us either noise or p:miclc
trw.ks below tt~c t!~resht~ldP,., All cmpiricttlly determined qmmtitics huvc been ch{~scnt{)



produce results we deemed as acceptable and none have been set “optimally”.

Instead of building the entire track reconstruction algorithm in hardware to l:con-
struct every track in an even~ we propose a simpler version of the algorithm that rnggers
only on “interesting” traclr~ Only these “interesting” events are passed to the track re-
construction algorithm, allowing it to be slower and less expensive. The details of the
possible hardware implementation of the full track reconstruction algorithm are not pre-
sented in this paper due to space restrictions.

The Trigger Algorithm
The algorithm used in rnggering is a very simple version of the track reconstruc-

tion algorithm. As can be seen from Figs. 2-4, the most complex computations within the
aigonthm are table lookup and integer comparison. Additionally, the hardware units arc
linked via the simplest forms of interprocessor communications: global broadcast of val-
ues from one unit to many and local communications from one unit to another.

Initially the rngger algorithm stans out the same as the track reconstmction algo-
rithm by defining a roadway centered on each outer shell detector hi! and running be-
tween the outer shell hit and the reaction region. For triggering, a parallel search is then
made to sce if there are any detector hits cm the next two inner shells that are within the
roadway boundaries. Any outer sheli hits which have corresponding hits within the
boundaries of the roadway on the next two inner shells arc counted as tracks, A ccunt is
then made to see if enough tracks have been found to cause a rnggcr. In the case of a
Fiiggs event, two or more tracks must be found. It should be clear that too low a choice
for the threshold PL will cause excessive rnggering. We have found that even a low

threshold Pl, around 5 Gev, works quite well. The selection of the co~ect threshold PL,

m we pointed out earlier, is subject to optimization.
THE TRIGGER HARDWARE

As can be seen in Fig. 2 each ad~-ess from a detector hit on the outermost shell
goes to a separate computational block. Simulation results show that 500 computational
blocks will be required. All addresses from detector hits in the next two inner shells, 3
and 4, arc also loaded in parallel into all computational blocks, A boolean “Found Track”
line comes out of each computational block and into a high speed comparison ci:cuit which
determines if enough tracks have been found to cause triggering. This cotimparison circuit
could be as simple as a multi-line OR gate or as sophisticated as a b;gh speed
counter/comparator. In either case, ii trigger will OCCLif enough cornputationit! blocks sig-
ntil they hiive iI trick greittcr than or equal to the threshold PL.

Figure 3 shows the detail of the computationitl block, The iiddresscs of id) the hits
in each shell arc brow.icust in paritllcl into an army of search blocks - onc arrit~ for ciw!l
shell imd one search block for each tiddrcss,, The itddrcss of the outermost dctecmr is
used in cuch computational block to index into a lookup ttible to find the itppropriutc
seitrch houm.kwics for each shell, Each mblc lookup occurs simultaneously and the result-
ing boundwy i$ glob;llly broadcast into the appropriate army of search blocks, If a sctirch
block finds a dctcctur tiddrcss within the bounds broadcast from the ttiblc lookup, it sets

;i txx)lcm line high to indictite ii mi~tch. If one or more sciirCh blocks in both shells indi-
~iitc ii n~i~t~hand iitl AND gittc cm be USCCI t(~ indicate thi~ta tri~~khiis been found,.

II is worth pointing out lhi~l the lookup li~blcs i~r~quite ,iri)iill, contilining ICSSthill~
.$(),()()()rncmory loCiiliollS” st(]ring 14 bits. Since Ihc ild(lrCSSC!im ~wrtsccutivc, current 1(~



ns RAM chips would be an obvious choice for the hardware implementation. me lookup
tables are initialized once at start-up and can be used to account for inter-shell as well
as intra-shell detector misalignments.

Details of the search block are shown in fig. 4. For simplicity, only a one dimen-
sional search block has been diagmmmed. The hardware to search in two dimensions, in-

cluding wraparound of the Q coordinates, is easily constructed (without adding additional
computational cycles) by combining multiple one dimensional search blocks together.

The operation of the search block is as follows: In one clock cycle, two registers
are loaded with the address from a single detector in the appropriate shell. In the next
clock cycle, the upper and lower search bounds are each loaded irito separate registers.
Two simultaneous comparisons occur in the next clock cycle to see if the detector ad-
dress is between the upper and lower bounds. If both comparisons are found to be true
then both lines from the comparators will be true and the AND gate will signal a match.

Fig. 4 shows that with counting two cycles for table lookup, determining a track
greater than or equal to the heshold Pl will take 4 cycles. Determining if there are

enough found tracks to cause a rngger should take one cycle and dumping the event to a
buffer for either storage or full scale reconstruction should also take one cycle (remember
the data was loaded in olie cycle). The total number of cycles to load, examine, trigger,
and dump an event will take 6 cycles. The slowest cycle time required to load the data is
16ns, which is easily met by cunent technology. This means that we have a worst cast
runtime of 6*16 ns or 96 ns. A real implementation will probably run faster due to a num-
ber of oplimizmions not presented iri this paper to preseme clarity,

To process all the data coming out of the SSC in real time, it is necessary to buffer
the data.. A number of these rnggers can be arranged in a circular buffer. Then, one trig-
ger after another is loaded and processing initiated . Since the number of cycles required
to process and dump the data is known, enough triggers can placed in the circular buffer
to ensure that each trigger has finished before it is presented with a new SSC event.
Best estimates for the necessary hardware indicate the system can be built within SSC
budget guidelines.

SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
The input for the trigger and track reconstruction simulator are the output coordi-

nates from the detector simulator, as previously described The event simulator is based
upon GEANT 3 [5] and uses PYTHIA [61 for event generation. Two different datit sam-
ples are simul~ted, In the first, PYTHIA minimum bias data are generated. Those data
represent the events which comprise the main physics background at the SSC. The trig-
ger should reject all of the minimum bias events, For an example of interesting events,
we have gcnerwd Iliggs events which the trigger should accept with high efficiency.
The d;itit used in the simulations reported here consisted of 3(M)(3eV/cz Higgs decitying
into two ‘to’s which in turn decay to ~- itnd ce-priir:,, respectively. (Thmc arc known
M so ciI;tcd “goki-pltitcd I{iggs” events, ) The GEANT 3 Monte Otrlo procedure trucks
A1 charged pimiclcs through the detector and known physicid processes tissociotcd with
the piissi~~c of charged particles through mitttcr arc simuliited. “I”heresulting coordirmcs,
thcrcforc, are ;~tiiir iipproxirmtion of whiit will bc seen in ? true SSC dctcm)r.

The irlg~withlns were tested with the iibove SilllUliitC(l diltii with iipptX)XilniitCly



500 tracks per event, complete with complications caused by multiple scattering, false de-
tector hits, and low momentum particles, to name but a few. Current accuracies on simu-
lated “real world” SSC events indicates that the algorithm rnggers correctly on Higgs
events 98.47% of the time, while comectly discarding uninteresting minimum bias events
99.9% of the time. In reconstmcting any given SSC event, either Higgs or minimum bias,
the algorithm reproduces 97.8% of the particle tracks over 500 Mev P1, with 0.62 spun-

ous tracks falsely generated per each track that should be found. We have considered the
selection of Higgs events as an example of interest to many people, but this should not
be considered the only application of the system.

CONCLUSIONS
It is expected that the behavior of the system could be much more fineiy tuned

cm;e the scientitlc requirements of the SSC are more clearly defined, although the current
implementation seems to satisfy the stringent requirements for a rngger and tracker.
The choice of the P threshold is critical to the application of the system. Higher minimum
threshold PL values have the desirable effect of cutting down on the number of spurious

tracks found, while preserving a high accuracy of track reconstruction. Se.ting a high Pl

would allow triggering only on events with high momentum macks, or on events which
have greater than a desired count of high momentum tracks. The results we have to date
use a reasonable P threshold and are very encouraging, although zhe current statistics
are based on a relatively small number of examples, namely 1500 Higgs events and 5512
minimum bias events. Comparisons to other systems are not possible at this stage, as
we know of no other algorithm that has been tested on “real” data ( i.e. extremely realis-
tic, simulated SSC events). Fewer still are algorithms where attention has been paid to
practical issues of buildability, A trigger system could be built using current commercial
technology for less than the cost of a modem supercomputer [7]. This system can pro-
vide a benchmark for other methods, which when developed, can realistically handle datu
of i}- complexity and ~’olumeof “real time” “real world” SSC events.
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